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D E A R FA M I LY A N D F R I E N D S
Christ is the perfect example of life for us to follow. He is the
life, the truth, and the way.

Christoph teaching at Bible
school class

Jesus stood for the oppressed and brought
liberty. He fed the hungry, healed the sick,
set freedom to the prisoner, and proclaimed
the good news. Jesus was and is the radical
transformer. He performed signs and
wonders and brought life to a lifeless world,
and He has assigned you and me with
authority to continue to make disciples. He
has promised to be with us to the very end
of the age. (Matthew 28: 18-20)

CORONA AND MINISTRY UPDATE
Some of our dear friends have been
released from the hospital and are finally
catching up with everyday life again. Thank
you so much for all your prayers for friends
and family.
Zoom has been a blessing to
connect with leaders

Lokmani pointing to me to
the next village

Distribution of food to the
people in Dolakha

Thank you especially for praying for
Lokmani, the leader of Asish Children
Home, as he spent a long time in ICU. Now
he is back home, and it was wonderful to
see him attend one of our zoom fellowships
after a long time. While we are rejoicing with
Lokmani, we also mourn as two more of my
pastor friends have gone home to heaven
this week. God is still good, and He knows
the number of our days.

Yakub carrying the bag of rice to
his family from church

Churches have stored food for the
people who need it the most

The fall semester of our online bible school classes has started. It is so good to
worship and share the word. My friend Christoph has been a great blessing to us.
We both are teaching courses at this moment, so we rotate the schedule. It is still
too early to have our residential classes, so we will continue doing zoom classes.
This has also given opportunity for many people to attend from where they are,
without leaving their home.
Kids at the children’s homes are doing well. Regular schools are still closed, and they
have to attend online classes. No one knows when the students will return to school
physically so we may need some more computers. If you would like to make an
extra donation towards computers, please mark the contribution with “computersorphanage”. This will really help the children study. Thank you so much!

SUMMER UPDATE

Saving the tent

Mountains in the rain

This summer, we enjoyed
Norway in both wind and rain
and a bit of sun. It was quite the
adventure! We packed our tent
and sleeping bags in the car and
drove over mountains and down
by the fjords around Norway’s
west and northwest areas. It was
stunning! We were also able to
visit one of the oldest and wellknown churches in the area,
Nidarosdomen in Trondheim, a
place where pilgrims have visited
for over 1000 years. The day we
were there, the wind picked up
so much that we had to get back
to the tent early, and when we
arrived, the tent had collapsed,
and someone had placed a
picnic table on top of the tent to
prevent it from flying away. We
decided to move further inland where
the weather was better and set up the
tent somewhere else.

Enjoying our dinner!

Nidarosdomen in Trondheim in
the background

Lastly, we took a short trip to Sweden,
where Rebecca met one of her friends
from Nepal.
On the way back home, we visited
a water park, and we all enjoyed the
slides and lots of ice cream.

Nidarosdomen

Samuel turned 12 years in August. He
is now in 7th grade, Rebecca in 9th
grade and Sarah in 2nd. Rebecca will
turn 14 years old in September. What a
blessing to see them grow! Thank you
for your prayers and contributions to
us. It really means a lot!

Samuel could get a whole
cup of candy!

PRAYER REQUESTS
· Pastor Markus and his family will appreciate your prayers. They are seriously sick. Please also pray for some of 		
our friends who are admitted to the hospital and who are fighting for their lives with Covid.
· Kids are home at both children’s homes. This month we need to admit them back to school. The school charges a 		
fee for admission each year. This means new books and outfits plus the admission fee. It costs $80 per child and 		
it is a big extra expense, especially now with all the extra Covid expenses.
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